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Message from The Vice-Chancellor 

 

Dear Prospective Students, 

Choosing a University is an important decision.  For 

many of us, it shapes our prospects: the first job we 

get, the next degree we undertake et cetera. Any 

good decision requires information and at Clarke 

International University (CIU) we strive to make that 

information available to you to support the first of 

many important careers and learning decisions you 

will make.  

 

We thank you for considering CIU.  We are one of the 

leading universities in Uganda and we are committed 

to preparing students for global leadership.  We do 

so by pioneering innovative solutions to health care 

needs (check out Refactory Program), adopting outstanding teaching and learning methodologies, asking 

relevant research questions to inform policy, fostering global connectedness, engaging with the community 

around us, and preparing well rounded clinicians and business professionals who are able to care, inspire, 

and lead in the 21st century.   

 

Our students, faculty, alumni, administration, and staff are committed to academic excellence, highest 

professional standards, best practices in both clinical and research, business solutions through creative 

innovation, and dissemination of relevant knowledge for evidence-based policy and practice.  

 

In your tenure here, you will be challenged to identify, learn, and use your talent and professional skills to 

make a difference in Uganda and globally.  Please jump right in and explore every opportunity to become 

an outstanding scientist, scholar, clinician, public health expert...we expect active participation on your 

learning and development journey.   

 

 

Once again, welcome.  You are in the right company of scholars.  

 

 

ROSE CLARKE NANYONGA (PhD) 

VICE-CHANCELLOR 
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vc@ciu.ac.ug 
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CIU Foundational Aspirations 

The future of Uganda will increasingly be defined 

by Ugandans who can lead, innovate and 

transform the current and future industries so 

that Uganda can continue to compete in the 

global markets.  As an institution of higher 

learning, we aim to contribute meaningfully to 

this demand and need. 

Therefore;  

1. CIU will be a university that constantly 

challenges the status quo and values a 

transformational approach to developing her 

people, infrastructure, culture, systems and 

programs that support our tradition of academic 

excellence and making a difference locally and 

globally. 

2. CIU exists to ensure that our people, 

whether students, faculty, and staff are enabled 

to make a difference using their talents, knowledge, skills, and available resources. 

3. The strength of CIU will continue to be measured in the form of conventional outputs: student academic excellence, research 

productivity as well as the strength of our students’ influence in communities as reflected in our industry engagements, outreach 

programs, and leadership influence. Faculty and students at CIU will be dedicated to joining the national and international 

community of scholars in exploring the complex issues confronting our world and finding solutions through robust academic and 

research undertakings. 

4. We will establish processes and procedures that ensure that Faculty and Staff remain principal assets in achieving our vision and 

mission 

5. In building our home, we will adopt architectural designs that reflect functionality, sustainability, structural ingenuity and 

construction-efficiency to maximize available funding and resources for the project.  We want the learning spaces to be designed 

with the students in mind and to include: Spaces to Dream, Discover, Create/Innovate, and Experiment in order to develop solutions 

that address the country’s needs. 
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6. CIU will be recognized for its outstanding values-

based education, research & innovation and outreach 

services that increase our student’s readiness for a 

complex, interconnected, diverse, and fast-paced 

world.  Therefore, we will strive to foster a culture of 

Trust, Respect, Responsibility, Diversity, 

Communication, Timeliness and Execution and 

Environmental Preservation. 

7. CIU will pursue a growth and change agenda that is 

necessary to ensure increasing capacity, vitality, 

sustainability, expanded programming and strategic 

partnerships that will support our continued 

responsiveness to societal shifts and needs.  

8. CIU will focus increasing attention on operating a 

financially stable, accountable, and nimble 

organization in order to strengthen CIU’s capacity to 

respond to internal and external threats. 

9. CIU will be an institution recognized for high quality academic programs and research and for graduates whose scholarship, 

leadership and practice makes a difference and yields high impact within the local and global communities.  We will expand the 

university’s impact and visibility while promoting a unique brand identity of excellence within a multidisciplinary community. 

10. We value Development of the Whole Individual: We will develop our people so that they are enabled to Make a Difference using 

their mind/attitude (Mindset), talent, knowledge, creativity, skills (Skill Set) and available resources (Tool Set).
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About Clarke International University  

Clarke International University (CIU) (Formerly, International Health Sciences University 

(IHSU) in Uganda is a University that is licensed by the Uganda National Council for 

Higher Education (NCHE [UI.PL 013]).  CIU is a non-residential university offering health 

sciences and business courses and grooms students to become tomorrow's leaders 

nationally and internationally.  We have various learning Centers.  The main Campus is 

located on the third floor at International Hospital Kampala (IHK) building in 

Namuwongo.  

 

The first school, the School of Nursing, was established in 2005 with 16 diploma students.  

The primary goal of the school was to rethink, refresh, and make a difference to the way 

new and professional nurses were being educated in Uganda.  In March of 2008, the 

school received its provisional license to operate as a university and effectively expanded 

its programming to include baccalaureate education in Nursing, Public Health, Allied 

Health, and Continuing Healthcare training.  In March 2018, the university rebranded to 

CIU, to allow for diversification of education programs beyond health sciences.  Hence, 

in addition to the schools in the health sciences, CIU now offers programs in the School 

of Business and Applied Technology (SoBAT). 

Our Mandate—Make A Difference 
Our students and graduates are challenged and trusted with an important agenda: to strive for academic excellence; to lead change through 

innovative action and transformational practices that impact communities and improve lives.  Their journey to making a difference starts here. 

Vision 
A values-based university that inspires leadership, critical thinking, innovation, and outstanding academic training that transforms communities. 

Mission Statement 
To prepare students for global leadership and to be catalysts for transformation. We achieve this mission through a Values-Based Education; 

Outstanding Interprofessional Academic Training, Research and Community Outreach; Innovative Action; and Exceptional Faculty. 
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Relevance—Health Sector 

We seek to not only increase the numbers (Quantity) of 

healthcare providers, but to also develop healthcare 

providers of Quality.  Nurses, Clinical Officers, Public Health 

Practitioners, and Laboratory Technicians are a core group of 

healthcare providers that the nation is in urgent need of.  As 

one response to the ongoing crisis of the lack of quantity and 

quality of these groups of healthcare professionals in health 

sector today, CIU contributes meaningfully to this gap and is 

part of Uganda’s efforts to ensure that health care is more 

accessible to the entire population.  Our goal is to train a 

professional health workforce who can make a difference to 

the health care needs of a rapidly changing and complex 

world.  

We believe that improving the health of a nation requires 

not only improving the skills, tools, and knowledge of its 

health professionals, but also changing the way health 

professionals think so that existing and future problems are 

approached in a more progressive, adaptive, and responsive 

way.  CIU is committed to providing relevant and practical 

training, not only using the latest electronic modalities but 

also through innovative and invitational teaching. All 

students at CIU are encouraged to take responsibility for their 

own learning processes and are individually mentored 

throughout the period of their studies. 

To become a center of excellence in health and business-related training, CIU has changed the way training in the health sector has traditionally 

been done.  The latest breakthroughs in science and technology and the increasing integration of ICT in the health sector, means that health 

professional graduates today need to be continually stimulated and equipped for the future and to keep up to date with the latest development 

in the health sector. CIU uses Values-based education, Problem-Based and Blended Learning techniques, in addition to the latest pedagogical 

best practice methods, to train both young people who aspire for jobs in the health sector and those seeking to upgrade their professional 

skills. Providing critical-thinking and analytical skills to students is paramount in providing an effective workforce to meet the world's health 
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needs in the coming decade. All health care courses, and training are given within the relevant context.  Our courses and training programmes 

have been approved by the relevant professional bodies in Uganda and the Uganda National Council for Higher Education (NCHE). 

Relevance—Business and Applied Technology 

CIU School of Business and Applied Technology (SoBAT) is a new 

business school on a new university campus.  Building on the 

successful heritage of IHSU, SoBAT offers young Ugandans the latest 

and best of international business education, tailored to the needs of 

the country’s emerging economies. SoBAT seeks corporate businesses 

interested in investing in the future of the fast-growing economy of 

Uganda, by either funding named business “scholarships” for 

individual students, providing capital finance or participating in 

teaching, and learning. 

  

Uganda needs more people with sound business skills to help develop 

economic wealth, employment, and high value-add foreign income 

which in turn meets its social development needs.  While aid and 

charity can help meet certain needs, we know these solutions are not 

sustainable in the long term. Enterprise both social and commercial is 

the answer.  Particular areas of opportunity are health sciences, agri-

business & food processing, ICT, education, energy, creative 

industries, and tourism. 

  

Uganda has one of the fastest growing populations in the world, and an opportunity exists to educate Uganda’s youth in ways that can realize 

these opportunities. Business management in particular sectors is one of the fundamental skill needs.  

  

However current business education is not adequately meeting these needs as it relies too heavily on traditional modes of academic teaching 

and theoretical technical knowledge.  This is not just true in Uganda; it has been an issue in global business schools. The banking crisis of 2008 

has stimulated a re-think of business education, which progressive business schools are now recognising – the need for a greater emphasis on 

business character, leadership, and “soft” skills, learned via the practical application, interactive learning and making the most of the latest e-

learning technology. 

 

CIU draws on IHSU’s extensive experience of health management, and its pioneering work in ICT and health sciences, as well as the Clarke 

Group’s more recent experience in running ventures in education, agriculture, and hospitality. 
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The unique mission and values of SoBAT 

Uganda’s social and commercial development needs & opportunities, together with the 

Clarke Group’s experience and expertise combine to offer a unique business 

education.  The mission of the school is the development of business skills, applicable 

to a local business context aimed at achieving a social development agenda which 

increases wealth and welfare in Uganda. It builds on current business school best 

practice, the latest technological capabilities and capitalizes on Uganda’s growing faith-

based culture. 

  

We believe that this combination not only meets a need for Uganda now but has the 

potential to offer a unique boost to global business education, attracting international 

students in the future. 

  

The underlying values of CIU are key to this, and lead to a curriculum, with Foundation 

courses taken by all students at the university, which are based on three dimensions of 

business character: 

 

 

1.  Self-discipline which prioritises both integrity and diligence, sound critical thinking and specifically holds to the view that there is no 

place for corrupt practice. 

2. Empathy which underpins effective leadership by recognising the value of human relationships in all aspects of business, and in 

particular, recognises the importance of meaningful and valued work. 

3. Bold creativity which is the character engine for innovation, the lifeblood of business, and which derives from a combination of 

creativity, which is inspired, and the confidence and ability to take the right risks, which is the essence of faith. 
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Our Staff 
At the core of CIU’s success is a group of talented, diverse and 

exceptional staff (teaching faculty, support staff, and 

administrators) who are committed to the vision and mission of 

the university. The mandate to make a difference and strive for 

academic excellence is not just for our students.  All our staff are 

tasked with displaying visible value oriented leadership, 

anticipating and responding to changes in the health and 

business sector and in learning and teaching, employing adaptive 

teaching methodology, engaging in professional development, 

and demonstrating for students the values that underpin the 

ethos of CIU.  With 101 fulltime staff, and 27 part-time staff (with 

variations from semester to semester), CIU’s community of 

scholars is dedicated to creating a learning experience that 

fosters life-long-learning, creates and disseminates new 

knowledge through innovative research, while recognizing our 

responsibility to the community as relevant leaders, scholars, 

and change agents. The CIU staff strive to model for our students, 

a culture of responsibility, integrity, building and inspiring future 

leaders, accountability, academic excellence, responsive leadership, and timeliness.  By doing so, CIU is setting a standard different from the norm.  

The human resource mission statement for CIU underpins some of these activities:    

HR Mission Statement: To adopt and engage in best human resource management practices that support and enable staff to make a difference and 

foster CIU excellence.  We strive to achieve this through the following 

• Culture and Climate at CIU: Fostering a workplace working culture that is responsive to student needs, respectful, collaborative, and 

accountable 

• Effectiveness: Increasing operational effectiveness to support departmental goals that are in line with CIU mission and vision 

• Leadership: strengthening leadership capacity throughout CIU to facilitate high levels of performance and productivity in line with CIU’s 

expectations for excellence in service and practice. 

• HR Infrastructure Efficiency: Enhancing the efficiency and effectiveness of HR processes to support excellence in performance 

• Diverse Faculty: streamlining recruitment processes and taping into talent pools that fit CIU’s agenda for academic, research, and community 

service excellence and maintaining our position as a values-based university for positive difference. 
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Our Alumni 
A recent Tracer Study (2018) indicates that CIU graduates are better 

suited and prepared for their chosen fields.  According to the 

survey, 93% of our graduates are gainfully employed (79% in full 

time positions) and 87% work in a field related to their area of 

study. At least 24% of CIU alumni work for the public sector, 24% in 

private for-profit businesses, 37% in NGOs, 11% in private-not-for-

profit (Missions), and the rest work for themselves.  Asked whether 

CIU prepared them adequately for their career, 100% felt the 

university prepared them very well (57%) or adequately (43%).  

Specific skills learned at CIU included but are not limited to: 

Problem Solving, Collaboration and Teamwork, Leadership, 

Technology Literacy, Lifelong Learning, Critical Thinking, Taking 

Initiative, Ethics and Accountability, Research skills and Advocacy 

Skills.  Nearly every responded agreed that the university prepared 

them well not only for their chosen career but also for advanced 

(graduate) studies. 

Professional roles of graduates include: 

• Quality Assurance Managers 

• Public Health Ambassadors  

• Competent professionals with documented hand’s-on experience 

• Highly qualified Senior Staff Nurses, Heads of Departments, Chief Nursing Officers, Clinical Officers, Public Health Specialists, District 

Health Officers, and Health Center Managers etc. 

• Doctoral Candidates 

• Educators 

• Healthcare Experts 

• Entrepreneurs 

• Clinical Researchers 

• Thought leaders and Change agents with notable recognitions 

• Business and Executive Directors 

• Employed in diverse professional fields in various sectors Uganda and around the world 

• Independent practitioners, Entrepreneurs, and Business Owners 
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CIU Schools at a Glance 

Currently CIU has 980 students.  Our students come from various countries including Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Rwanda, 

Burundi, Somalia, Sudan, DRC, and Nigeria.  Students are either registered as Full Time, Part Time, or Remote Learning for e-learning.  In the 

last 10 years, we have graduated a total of a little more than 2700 healthcare professionals. 

Academic Divisions CIU 

At present, the university has five academic divisions: Under Health Sciences: The Institute of Public Health and Management (IPHM); The 

School of Nursing and Midwifery (SONM); the Institute of Allied Health Sciences (IAHS), and the Faculty of Medicine.  IPHM runs various program 

leading to the award of Certificates, Diplomas, Bachelors and Master’s Degrees in Public Health, and Health Care Leadership and Management, 

and shared courses with the School of Business in Business Administration and ICT in Health. The School of Nursing and Midwifery runs the 

degree program for the award of the Bachelor of Nursing Science degree for candidates from high schools as well as for nurses with diplomas 

in nursing returning to school.  The university is also in the advanced stages of starting specialist courses in nursing and midwifery including a 

Master of Science in Critical Care and a Master of Science Nursing Leadership and Management.  The Institute of Allied Health Sciences runs 

programs leading to the award of diplomas and undergraduate degrees in Laboratory Sciences, Clinical Medicine, and Pharmacy. Faculty of 

Medicine, initiated in 2012, runs a Master of Medicine—Family Medicine program.  The university also runs an approved Foundation Course 

for International and Ugandan Students who do not have the requisite grades for entry into the University as established by the NCHE.  Under 

Business and Applied Technology: The School of Business and Applied Technology (SoBAT) offers various undergraduate and post graduate 

courses. 
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School of Nursing & Midwifery (SONM) 

“We offer evidence-based programs which are responsive 

to the needs of the community. 

We value life-long and self-directed learning. Our 

graduates are equipped to lead and make a difference to 

healthcare in their own communities and globally” -Ms. 

Agnes Agwang (Dean – School of Nursing and Midwifery) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Programs Offered 

Bachelor of Science in Nursing (Direct: 4 Years plus 

1 year of Mandatory Internship)  

Bachelor of Science in Nursing (Top-up; 3 years 

plus 1 Year of Mandatory Internship).  

Bachelor of Science in Midwifery (Top-Up; 3years) 

Careers in Nursing and Midwifery 

Between 2014 to 2018, CIU has graduated more than 500 nursing baccalaureate degree holders 

Our goal is to train a professional health workforce who can make a difference to the health care 

needs of a rapidly changing and complex world. 

CIU trains Nurses and Midwives as global leaders—fostering greater involvement in policy 

decisions; creating enabling workplace conditions for nurses and midwives to practice to their full 

potential; engaging in creating evidence for policy, regulation and practice 
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Institute of Allied Health Sciences (IAHS) 

“A diploma in Clinical Medicine or Degree in 

Laboratory Sciences can open a world of 

opportunities. Explore the different ways you can 

get into our competitive programs” – Prof. John 

Charles Okiria (Dean- Institute of Allied Health 

Sciences) 

 

Programs Offered: 

i. Diploma Clinical Medicine (3 years) 

ii. Bachelor of Science Medical Lab (Direct: 4 

years) 

iii. Bachelor of Science Medial Lab (Top-up: 

3years) 

iv. Diploma Pharmacy (3 years) 

v. Diploma Medical Lab Science (3 years) 

vi. Post Graduate Diploma Medical Education (1 

year) 

vii. Foundation: Higher Education Certificate 

program in Health Sciences (1 year) 

a. This is a Foundation programme for admission into degree/diploma programs in health sciences at Clarke International University 

b. This programme targets foreign students without A’ Level qualifications | equivalent BUT would otherwise qualify for admissions 

into undergraduate programs in their countries but do not qualify for admission under the Uganda criteria. 

c. Ugandan students who have sat for the Uganda Advanced Certificate Examinations in sciences but only obtained one principle 

pass in a relevant subject and would like to be admitted to a degree program in health sciences.  

d. UACE holders with subject combination in sciences who got only subsidiary passes at A level and would like to be admitted for 

diploma programs in health sciences. 

 

 

 

Be the solution to the problem  
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Institute of Public Health and Management (IPHM) 

 “At IPHM, we study the frequency, distribution, 

and determinants of disease, a fundamental 

science of public health. We pursue groundbreaking 

research initiatives and educate and prepare future 

medical leaders and practitioners as part of our 

mission to ignite positive changes in the quality of 

health across the world” – Mr. John Bosco Alege 

(Dean IPHM) 

 

Programs Offered 

i. Diploma Public Health (2 years) 

Throughout this course, students are introduced to 

a variety of subjects that provide the knowledge 

base and skills for understanding the social, 

economic, biological, and environmental 

dimensions of health and health improvement. 

Typical courses in the programme offer students a 

range of options to examine, including health 

promotion and public health; management; finance; gender; health economics; globalisation; clinical governance; data management, quality 

assurance, leadership, and epidemiology. 

ii. Bachelor of Science Public Health (3 years) 

The aim of this BSc Public Health programme is to provide students with a broad knowledge of the theories and methods of public health 

as well as skills in working with the health problems of the communities in which they work.  Through following this programme, students 

will be trained to: 

a. Evaluate and analyse the challenges confronting public health and the provision of health services today; 

b. Engage in policy debates about global and international health; and 

c. Respond to the challenge of the widening health inequalities that exist within and between communities and indeed 

countries. 
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iii. Master of Science  

a. Master of Science Public Health (Full Time: 1 year) 

The Master of Science in Public Health degree programme at Clarke International University is primarily concerned with the 

promotion of health, prevention of disease and prolonging life as well as managing healthcare interventions and assessment of 

health care delivery. The postgraduate public health programme is tailored to various public and community health priority areas 

thus allowing a wider range of choices for students with different backgrounds. The program is also offered through other 

modalities, including: 

b. Master of Science Public Health (Part Time: 2 years) 

c. Master of Science Public Health (Online: 2 years) 

 

iv. Masters Health Services Management (Online: 2 years) 

The Masters’ degree in Health Services Management integrates the specialized study of health care management with the 

traditional business administration courses. The rationale for this programme of Health Services Management is that traditional 

health care education programmes do not train clinicians as managers conversant with business practice; conversely, non-clinical 

managers often do not understand the complexities of health care operations. In order to create real change in the health care 

industry, managers of health facilities must be facilitated to grasp how all the components of health care provision fit together. 

Managing an organization as an entire system, means understanding the economic, social, political, and cultural aspects of the 

health organization. To this end, our programme will provide a unique insight into the complex world of health management in 

all its aspects. 

 

v. Faculty of Medicine 

a. Master of Science Family Medicine (Blended: 2years) 

The graduates from the M.Med. Programme in Family Medicine should above all practise health care in a holistic, 

compassionate, caring and competent way, serving the patient, their family, and their community.  This care should be: 

• Promotive, preventive, curative and rehabilitative. 

• Coordinated with other parts of the health system 

• Continuous, comprehensive, cost-effective  

 

 

 Lead Innovate Transform 
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School of Business and Applied Technology 

“Ours is an industry-centric curricular because our partnerships with business and 

industry, and our practical experiential approach, mean that our emphasis is on skills 

and character development, and that you start applying these in real work situations 

from the start of the course. Funding for our degree programs are supported by a 

combination of scholarships and apprenticeships. 

 

Hence SoBAT aspires to usher in a new way of training and tooling business 

professionals.  We aim to become a leading Ugandan business school that offers 

development of global business skills, applicable to a local business context aimed at 

achieving a social development agenda which increases wealth and welfare in 

Uganda, building on current business school best practice, the latest technological 

capabilities and capitalising on Uganda’s growing faith-based culture”  Prof. Alan 

Katwalo Mulengani, Dean SoBAT 

 

Programs Offered 

i. Bachelor of Business Administration (3 years) 

The Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) program is designed to equip school leavers optimally for the world of work – developing 

relevant skills and building on talents, through practical hands-on learning.  By the time they complete the program, graduates should 

already be making a positive impact in organisations through internships or have been involved in the early stages of sustainable new 

businesses. 

§ Duration: 3 Years Full-time or 3.5 Years week-evenings 

§ Required: 2 Principal passes at UACE | Diploma with business experience 

ii. Master of Business Administration (Pending Approval of NCHE) 

CIU’s new accredited MBA program aims to develop a team of graduates with the right skills and character to lead transformation for 

Uganda and beyond through business. 

This program builds on the progress SoBAT has already made in developing a differentiated learning environment through its various 

business and ICT degree programs, short courses and executive education programs. 
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Due to the heritage of the university in developing technology skills and health science capability, the emphasis of the MBA is on 

technology, with the opportunity to major in health management. 

§ Duration: 2 years 

§ Required: Degree in a related field; working experience 

 

iii. Bachelor of Computing and Applied Technology 

The Bachelor of Applied Computing Technologies (BACT) is a unique, purpose designed program that seeks to graduate a fit-for-purpose 

graduate who is responsive to the needs/challenges of the different sectors of the economy. The program offers three focus areas; 

Enterprise Solutions; Infrastructure and Business Technology. These three have been identified through a consultative process with the 

different industry players. For every course unit there is a minimum 40% applied training by practice resource persons. 

a. Duration: 3 Year Full-time 

b. Required: 2 Principal passes at UACE |  

Diploma in ICT or Business 

iv. PG Diploma Health Technology Innovation (2 

years) 

The PG Diploma Health Technology Innovation is a 

premier program that targets the health sector 

deliberately to introduce technology innovation 

management. The modules have been purposefully 

selected to offer the students a unique experience. 

The ultimate goal of the program is to equip 

students working in the health sector or who have 

an interest in the same, to be able to acquire skills 

that enable them to be technology champions 

within their institutions.  

a. Duration: 1 Year Part-time  

b. Required: Degree in a related field | 2 years 

working experience 
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v. Executive Learning and Training  

The current model of our short courses in SoBAT’s executive learning and training allows for Core courses for BBA degree to be 

offered as stand-alone for certificate.  The courses are supported by working on”live cases” with local Ugandan businesses and 

provide the skills needed for the “Earn While You Learn” online services program.  Courses run 1 evening per week for 10 to 15 

weeks and include: 

i. Communication Skills 

ii. Finance & Accounting 

iii. Marketing Skills 

iv. Business Ethics & Character 

v. Quantitative Skills 

vi. Certificate in Applied ICT & Leadership (6 months)   

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

The capacity to learn is a gift, the 

ability to learn is a skill, the 

willingness to learn is a choice 

Ahmed Shayo is a poet and 

photographer currently embarking 

on a new journey of software 

production and design. 
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CIU Vision 2023 

“As we enter our 10th year, CIU is still committed to investing in Health Systems Strengthening, Medical and Health care education in Africa 

through high quality education, research and health service delivery. 

We are committed to contributing to increase not only the quantity but also the quality of the health workforce. 

We demonstrate a model of high-quality education that is progressive, contextual, innovative, constructive and resilient in the face of many 

challenges leading to better care and better health for the people of Africa and beyond. A model that produces change agents with solutions 

that work.”  Professor Galukande, University Council Chairperson. 

In the Strategic and Business Plan of IHSU 2012-2017 we embarked on “Creating a Sustainable Future” for the university through three key 

goals: 

1. Secure the future of CIU (Formerly, IHSU) by establishing a long-term location and acquiring a University Charter 

2. Build our teaching capability by improving the student to staff ratios (15:1 acceptable by NCHE) and establishing a medical school among 

others 

3. Develop the reputation of CIU (Formerly, IHSU) by establishing our research capability, fostering collaboration and partnerships, and 

expanding our foreign student base. 

We have been successful on several fronts: 

• The rapid expansion of the university from 16 students in 2005 to 700 students in 2017. 

• Solid reputation 

• Purchased our own land (inset pic) 

• Fostered various collaborative relationships.   

• Our research output recently went up. 

• Impact and Visibility: Strong community Partnerships, solid ranking in Uganda and region, Engaged faculty, successful alumni 

Pathways to difference 

In moving forward, we hope to build on what has made CIU stand out while exploring new opportunities 

• Faculty, Staff, Students, Administration, and Council who desire CIU's continued success 

• A committed promoter with interest to build a new campus which subsequently paves a way for Charter Status 

• Strengthening historically successful programs: Nursing, Public Health, ICT in health and Allied Health 
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• Ongoing pursuit of NCHE Charter 

• Good reputation and ranking in Uganda and East Africa 

• Successful alumni 

• A unique approach to learning and teaching 

 

OUR FUTURE 

In envisioning the future, CIU is dedicated to co-constructing learning environments, cultures and experiences where students and faculty are: 

1. Are Equipped with the right skill set, tools and knowledge to remain competitive and successful in the 21st-century market 

2. Develop the passion for lifelong learning, inquiring, and discovering new knowledge 

3. Can Create Innovative solutions designed to foster change and make a difference in the health, business, agriculture, and ICT sectors 

4. Are Empowered to Lead change in the relevant industries 

5. Pursue quality and best practices relentlessly 

6. Conduct themselves with integrity 

7. Are developed as Whole Individuals with both technical and transferable job skills that support continued success. 

 

STRATEGY FOCUS AREAS 

Over the next five years, the university will focus on six core strategic areas that emerged from the consultative process undertaken in 2016-2017:  

1. Develop Talent (people—Staff and Students); Infrastructure; Systems; Programs; and Culture (with a specific focus on Values). 

2. Grow Resources, Strategic Partnerships, and Diversification  

3. Research and Innovate: Advance Research and Scholarship, and Enhance Innovative Practices 

4. Sustain the Vision, Financial Health, and Quality Standards of CIU 

5. Leadership and Advocacy: Increase Leadership Capacity to Lead Change and Take CIU to the World 

6. Impact and Visibility: Create a Multiplier Effect through Graduate Leaders who will Transform Communities and Shape the Future 
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Fig: CIU Strategic Focus Areas 

 

Impact  and Visibility

Create a multiplier effect through graduate leaders who 
will transform communities and shape the future

Leadership & Advocacy

Increase leadership capacity; Lead change and take CIU 
to the world

Sustain

Vision, Financial Health & Quality

Research and Innovate

Advance Research and Scholarship and Enhance 
Innovative Practices

Grow

Resources, Strategic Partnerships, Diversification

Develop

Talent (People), Infrastructure, Systems, Programs and 
Culture (Values)
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KEY VALUES 

Our work is grounded in enduring values which include: 

i. We value Values-Based Leadership: We will equip students, staff and faculty to 

Lead and Practice with Integrity, Transparency, Accountability, and Respect 

ii. We value Whole-Person Development: We will develop our people so that they 

are enabled to Make a Difference using their mind/attitude (Mindset), talent, 

knowledge, creativity, skills (Skill Set) and available resources (Tool Set) 

iii. We value Innovation: We will strive to Innovate to enhance user 

experiences in three core areas: Learning and Teaching, Research and Development, 

and Practice (including Outreach Service) 

iv. We value Quality: Our work will be anchored by continuous quality 

assessment and improvement in every aspect of what we do—Model excellence in 

academics, research and service; Quality graduated  

v. We value Collaboration and we will pursue strategic partnerships that: (a) 

enhance our ability to deliver on our mission, and, (b) support advocacy and our 

continued responsiveness to societal shifts and needs.   

 

Tools: Timeliness and Execution: We know that time and execution (getting things 

done) are important elements of fostering the efficient use of resources, making a 

difference, and saving lives. 

 

Mission Tag line: Lead Innovate Transform 

Hashtag: #MakeADifference 
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Take the CIU Leadership 

Pledge 

Clarke International University is a values-based 

university that inspires leadership, critical thinking, 

innovation, and outstanding academic training that 

transforms communities.  Our mission is to prepare 

students for global leadership and to be catalysts for 

transformation.  All our students are now expected 

to take the CIU Leadership Pledge at orientation and 

graduation.  Join our story and community in taking 

the CIU Leadership Pledge.  We, Class of 2020 here 

by undertake the CIU Leadership Pledge to:  

§ Lead even in the absence of a title 

§ Lead with values and principles that will 

withstand the overwhelming burden of 

compromise 

§ Lead with our inspiring innovations, talent 

and contributions—they will make this a 

better nation 

§ Lead by creating a path where there is none.  If the door has not opened, we will continue knocking  

§ Lead with resilience and courage 

§ Lead with integrity and humility  

§ Lead by taking ownership, responsibility, and being accountable 

§ Lead by empowering, celebrating, and enabling others to greatness.  

§ Lead by being well informed and continuing to challenge ourselves through lifelong leaning 

§ Lead with empathy and with compassion 

§ Lead by nurturing our soul, heart and spirit, and, by remembering we are human 

§ Lead by making a difference 

§ Lead Innovate Transform 
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APPENDIX A 

APPENDIX A 

ODEL	APPROVED	COURSES	OFFERED	AT	CIU	2021-2022	

Course	Name	 Duration	 Tuition	

(Per	Semester)	

Entry	Requirements	

SCHOOL	OF	NURSING	&	MIDWIFERY	

BSc.	Nursing	Science	

(Direct)	

4	years	Full	

Time	

2,035,000/-	|	790	USD.	

Functional	fees;825,000/-	|	

$247	

TWO	Principal	Passes	(Biology	&	

Chemistry).	

For	Internationals	(‘O’	level	credits	in	

Math,	Eng,	Bio,	Chem,	Phy)	plus	a	

Credit		in	HEC		in	Health	Sciences	

BSc	Nursing	Science	

(Top-Up)	

3	Years	Part-

Time	

1,520,000/-	|	590	USD	

Functional	fees;825,000/-	|	

$247	

Dip.	Nursing	|	2	Years	Working	

Experience	

BSc.	Midwifery	(Top-

Up)	

3	Years	Part-

Time	

2,035,000/-	|	790	USD	

Functional	fees;825,000/-	|	

$247	

Dip.	Midwifery|	2	Years	Working	

Experience	

INSTITUTE	OF	ALLIED	HEALTH	SCIENCES	

Diploma	Pharmacy	 3	Years	Full	

Time	

1,850,000/-	|	718	USD	

Functional	fees;825,000/-	|	

$247	

Principal	 Pass	 in	 Chemistry	 and	
Subsidiaries	OR	Certificate	registered	
by	Allied	Health	Professionals	Council	
/	Uganda	Nurses	&	Midwives	Council	
OR	HEC	in	Health	Sciences	accredited	
by	NCHE	
	
	

Diploma	Clinical	

Medicine	&	

Community	Health	

3	Years	Full	

Time	

1,850,000/-	|	718	USD	

Functional	fees;825,000/-	|	

$247	

Principal	 Pass	 in	 Biology	 and	
Subsidiaries	OR	Certificate	registered	
by	Allied	Health		Professionals	Council	
/	 Uganda	 Nurses	 &Midwives	 Council		
OR	HEC	in	Health	Sciences	accredited	
by	NCHE	

Diploma	Medical	

Laboratory	Science	

3	years	Full-

time	

1,850,000/-	|	718	USD	

Functional	fees;825,000/-	|	

$247	

Principal	 Pass	 in	 Biology	 and	
Subsidiaries		OR	Certificate	registered	
by	Allied	Health		Professionals	Council	
/	 Uganda	 Nurses	 &Midwives	 Council		
OR	HEC	in	Health	Sciences	accredited	
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by	NCHE	

BSc.	Medical	

Laboratory	Science	

(Direct	Entry)	

4	Years	Full	

Time	

1,915,000/-|	743	USD	

Functional	fees;825,000/-	|	

$247	

Two	 Principal	 Passes	 in	 Biology	 &	

Chemistry.	 OR	 At	 least	 a	 credit	

obtained	from	HEC	in	Health	Sciences	

accredited	by	NCHE	

BSc.	Medical	

Laboratory	Science	

(Top-Up)	

3	Years	Part-

Time	

1,915,000/-	|	743	USD	

Functional	fees;825,000/-	|	

$247	

Diploma	in	Medical	Laboratory	

Science	

Higher	Education	

Certificate	in	Health	

Sciences	

	(Foundation)	

1	Year	Full	

Time	

760,000/-	|	295	USD	

Functional	fees;495,000/-	|	

$	148	

At	 least	 TWO	 subsidiary	 Passes	 in	
Sciences	for	Nationals	having	A-Level		
OR	 	 For	 International	 students	
without	A	–	 level	certificates	equated		
to	UCE	by	UNEB	

PG	Diploma	in	

Medical	Education		

1	Year	 1,450,000/	|	563	USD	

Placement:	500,000/-	|	$	

194		

Functional	Fees:	825,000/-	|	

$	247	

Bachelor’s	 Degree	 (registered	 by	
AHPC/UNMC	 &	Medical	 council).	OR	
Diploma	 (registered	 by	 AHPC/UNMC	
&	Medical	council)	plus	Any	degree	in	
Health	 Sciences,	 Social	 Sciences	
Management	 with	 	 working	
experience		

INSTITUTE	OF	PUBLIC	HEALTH	AND	MANAGEMENT	

Diploma	Public	

Health	

2	Years	Full	

Time	

993,000/-	|	385	USD	

Functional	fees;495,000/-	|	

$148	

	ONE	 Principal	 Pass	 in	 any	 of	 the	
following;	 Math,	 Biology,	 Chemistry,	
Physics,	Food	&	Nutrition,	Agriculture,	
Geography.	OR	HEC	in	Health	Sciences	
accredited	by	NCHE	

BSc.	Public	Health	 3	Years	Full-

Time	

1,816,000/-	|	705	USD	

Functional	fees;675,000/-	|$	

202	

TWO	 Principal	 Passes	 in	 any	 of	 the	

following;	 Math,	 Biology,	 Chemistry,	

Physics,	Food	&	Nutrition,	Agriculture,	

Geography.	 OR	 Diploma	 in	 Public	

Health,	 Environmental	 Heath	 OR	 	 A	

Credit	 in	 HEC	 in	 Health	 Sciences	

accredited	 by	 NCHE	 OR	 Certificate	

registered	by	AHPC/UNMC.	
		 3	Years	Part-

Time	

1,816,000/-	|	705	USD	

Functional	fees;675,000/-	|	

$202	

MSc.	Public	Health	 1	Year	Full	

Time	

3,651,000/-	|	1,417	USD	

Functional	fees;675,000/-	|	

$202	

Relevant	Bachelor’s	Degree	|	Work	

Experience	
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		 2	Years	Part-

Time	|	

Weekend	

1,426,000/-	|	553	USD	

Functional	fees;675,000/-	|	

$202	

Relevant	Bachelor’s	Degree	|	Work	

Experience	

	 2	Years	Online	

	Module	Fees	

613,000/-	|	300	USD	

Functional	fees;	0	

Relevant	Bachelor’s	Degree	|	Work	

Experience	

MSc.	Health	Services	

Management	

1	Year	Full	

Time	

3,651,000/-	|	1,417	USD	

Functional	fees;675,000/-	|	

$202	

Relevant	Bachelor’s	Degree	|	Work	

Experience	

MSc.	Health	Services	

Management		

2	Years	Online	 613,000/-	|	300	USD	

Functional	fees;	0	

Relevant	Bachelor’s	Degree	|	Work	

Experience	

PG	Certificate	in	

Health	Insurance	

	6	Months	 	1,050,000/-	|	407	USD	

Functional	fees;	0	

Bachelor’s	degree	in	a	health-related	

discipline	and	social	sciences	or	

equivalents.	Applicants	with	a	

National	Diploma	and	relevant	

working	experience	may	be	

considered.	Prior	working	

experience/knowledge	of	operational	

framework	in	health	services	or	

insurance	industry	for	at	least	one	

year	

FACULTY	OF	MEDICINE	

MSc.	Family	

Medicine	

2	Years	

Modular	|	Day	

Release	

1,426,000/-	|	553	USD	

Functional	fees;675,000/-	|	

$202	

Degree	in	Medicine	&	Surgery	|	

Working	Experience	

		 	 		 		

SCHOOL	OF	BUSINESS	AND	APPLIED	TECHNOLOGY	

Bachelor	of	Business	

Administration	

3	Years	Full	

Time		

1,600,000/-	|	621	USD	

Functional	fees;320,000/-|	$	

96	

2	Principal	passes,	any	subject	or	

Diploma	with	business	experience	

Bachelor	of	Applied	

Computing	

Technologies	

3	Years	Full	

Time	

	

1,600,000/-	|	621	USD	

Functional	fees;320,000/-|	$	

96	

2	principal	passes	in	any	relevant	

subjects	or	Diploma	in	ICT	

	

Bachelor	of	Finance	

and	Accounting	

3	Years	Full	

time	

1,600,000/-	|	621	USD	

Functional	fees;320,000/-|	$	

96	

2	principal	passes	in	any	relevant	

subjects	obtained	at	UACE	or	Diploma	

in	finance	and	accounting	
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Bachelor	of	Tourism,	

Hospitality	and	

Events	Management	

3	Years	Full	

time	

1,600,000/-	|	621	USD	

Functional	fees;320,000/-|	$	

96	

2	principal	passes	in	any	relevant	

subjects	obtained	at	UACE	or	diploma	

in	Tourism	and	hospitality	

Bachelor	of	

Procurement	and	

Logistics	

3	Years	Full	

time	

1,600,000/-	|	621	USD	

Functional	fees;320,000/-|	$	

96	

2	principal	passes	in	any	relevant	

subjects	obtained	at	UACE	or	Diploma	

in	Procurement	and	logistics	

Master	of	Business	

Administration	

2	Years	Part	

Time	

2,500,000/-|	853	USD	

Functional	fees;320,000/-|	$	

96	

Degree	in	related	field,	Working	

experience	

PG	diploma	in	Health	

Technology	

Innovation	

Management	

1	Year	Part-

Time	

1,750,000/-	|	679	USD	

Functional	fees;320,000/-|	$	

96	

Degree	in	related	field	|	Working	

experience	

National	Diploma	in	

Accounting	and	

Finance	

2	Years	Full	

time	

460,000/-		

Functional	fees;	200,000/-	

Direct	Entry,	at	least	1	principal	pass	

and	2	subsidiary	passes	at	UACE		

National	Diploma	in	

Procurement	and	

Logistics	

Management	

2	years	Full	

time	

460,000/-		

Functional	fees;	200,000/-	

Direct	Entry,	at	least	1	principal	pass	

and	2	subsidiary	passes	at	UACE		

National	Diploma	in	

Secretarial	Studies	

and	Information	

Management	

2	Years	Full	

Time	

460,000/-		

Functional	fees;	200,000/-	

Direct	Entry,	at	least	1	principal	pass	

and	2	subsidiary	passes	at	UACE		

National	Diploma	in	

Tourism	

Management	

2	Years	Full	

Time	

460,000/-		

Functional	fees;	200,000/-	

Direct	Entry,	at	least	1	principal	pass	

and	2	subsidiary	passes	at	UACE		

National	Diploma	in	

Information	and	

Communication	

Technology	

2	Years	Full	

Time	

460,000/-		

Functional	fees;	200,000/-	

Direct	Entry,	at	least	1	principal	pass	

and	2	subsidiary	passes	at	UACE		

National	Diploma	in	

Business	

Management	

2	years	full	

time	

460,000/-		

Functional	fees;	200,000/-	

Direct	Entry,	at	least	1	principal	pass	

and	2	subsidiary	passes	at	UACE		

National	Certificate	

in	Information	and	

Technology	

2	years	full	

time	

400,000/-		

Functional	fees;	200,000/-	

Direct	Entry,	at	least	1	principal	pass	

and	2	subsidiary	passes	at	UCE		
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National	Certificate	

in	Business	

Administration	

2	Years	Full	

time	

400,000/-		

Functional	fees;	200,000/-	

Direct	Entry,	at	least	1	principal	pass	

and	2	subsidiary	passes	at	UCE		

National	Certificate	

in	Accounting	and	

Finance	

2	Years	full	

time	

400,000/-		

Functional	fees;	200,000/-	

Direct	Entry,	at	least	1	principal	pass	

and	2	subsidiary	passes	at	UCE		

National	Certificate	

in	Procurement	and	

Logistics	

Management	

2	Years	Full	

time	

400,000/-		

Functional	fees;	200,000/-	

Direct	Entry,	at	least	1	principal	pass	

and	2	subsidiary	passes	at	UCE		

National	Certificate	

in	Tourism	and	

Hospitality	

Management	

2	Years	Full	

time	

400,000/-		

Functional	fees;	200,000/-	

Direct	Entry,	at	least	1	principal	pass	

and	2	subsidiary	passes	at	UCE		

National	Certificate	

in	Secretarial	and	

Office	Management	

2	Years	full	

time	

400,000/-		

Functional	fees;	200,000/-	

Direct	Entry,	at	least	1	principal	pass	

and	2	subsidiary	passes	at	UCE		

		 		 		 		

Note: for all programs, Mature entry Certificates are accepted  
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INTERESTED IN PURSUING UNIVERSITY EDUCATION AT CIU? 

  

 

We have two academic intakes per year: August and January for both  

undergraduate and postgraduate programs. 

 We accept applications from June through January 

Visit: www.ciu.ac.ug/admissions 


